
Details on how the database was put together, what it contains, and a taste of what 

we’ve done with it so far. 
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I framed this presentation as questions that I will do my best to address, if not 

answer. 
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Argued that information on visitor numbers is imperative for effective visitor and 

resource management.  These are traditional motivations from the literature.  I would 

add that in the case of the Adirondack Park, this information can also be used support 

community development. 
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The selection of a monitoring mechanism is tpically NOT systemmatic, more 

opportunistic.  Literature suggests combining methods.  Primary concerns in our case 

are ethics (privacy of users), as well as the cost or availability of resources for 

monitoring. 
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Many opportunities and types of use, but we focus on trail use, existing registry 

system.  This represents a subset of Jim McKenna’s “recreational tourism” study 

presented earlier in the conference. 
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This is an estimated figure because there’s no other way to know about the visitor 

population, no permit/fee/gate system in ADK.  These visitors can be anywhere on or 

off the trail system, or on other opportunities previously mentioned.  The DEC is 

charged with maintaining recreational access and assets across landscape, including 

the trail register system to support search and rescue efforts. 
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The ADK study compared registers and trail-counters.  Its high compliance rate gave 

us confidence in pursing this database. 
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This graph gives us a sense of the NONLINEAR visitor use trends for 4 (of ~300) 

example trails.  The data indicates visitors per year at a trail register, when that 

register happened to be recorded by the DEC.  You can see that recording is an 

inconsistent process, particularly in recent years.  The last set of points for 2012 

represents information from our database. 
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We processed data from 2012 during the summer of 2013 as a team at the AEC.  We 

used mixed methods to sample and then record data.  Pilot work conducted in 2012 

determined that the cost of complex sampling designs did not benefit the sample, so 

we kept it simple and meaningful.  The database can be queried in multiple ways, 

particularly due to the spatial reference of each register and trail segment – allowing 

for unique observations/patterns to emerge. 
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Collected 1-911 pages per register 

Review STATUSes – Seasonal: Elk Lake/Clear Pond 

Non-Forest Preserve:  Massawepie (CE), Usher State Forest 

Interior:  Burnt Bridge, Dacy Clearing, Dead Creek Flow, Gold Mine Pond, Janacks 

Landing, Marcy Dam, Montcalm Point, Otter Brook, Six Mile (West Flow) 

Active/Regular:  all other trails 
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User days = group size x length of stay 
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Makes sense that the Loj received the most user days, but the second-most visited 

trail register is Rondax/Bald Mtn. in the southwest region – most likely (and 

interestingly) a very different sort of user. 
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This is the seasonal use pattern for all Active/Regular Trails (removes double-counting 

interior or seasonal trail registers). The graph demonstrates a normal distribution, 

with peaks of use in warm weather. 
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….BUT not all trails follow this trend! Burn Road demonstrates peak use in off-months, 

could be attributable to unique biophysical characteristics, perhaps supporting 

alternative uses.  This information is very important to managers as they decide which 

trails to maintain/monitor and when based on use levels. 
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This comparison, of two trail registers at the start and end of a loop trail, shows clear 

spatial preferences to sign in/begin at Pitchoff West vs. East (y-axis totals).  Perhaps 

there is something more appealing about this start location, perhaps because of 

where visitors are coming from, or unique amenities provided by this start location 

(e.g., view, parking lot, steepness, etc.). 
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Even more specific than the trailhead, we can track use along trail segments (because 

we know destinations).  This kind of analysis indicates where use concentrates and 

may impact the landscape.  Paired with information on user origins, it can also help to 

define “local” trail segments that can promote public-private partnerships in the form 

of stewardship. 
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…that go beyond managing visitor use and resource impact, but contribute to 

understanding the broader role of recreation in the Adirondack Park. 
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The remainder of the presentation explores this question. 
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A crowded parking lot outside of Ampersand on a sunny afternoon, as a testament to 

the appeal of this trail. 
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A lot in North East, and then USA, but also around the globe (5/7 continents) 

-these are location points that do NOT represent use frequencies 
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Throw some distance buffers on there (100-1000 km in increments of 100 km, then 

increasing by 1000 km), and zoom in to USA to see where users tend to travel from. 
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Clearly they concentrate in the North East and NY. 
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Using the “Distance” function in SDMTools package in Program R (Vincenty’s 

Formulae, oblate spheroid) I calculated the distance between origin and destination 

coordinates.  This graph shows the frequency of distances as a % for all registers as 

destinations.  These graphs can be created for individual registers or management 

units – initial results suggest significant differences.  Tourism literature expects an 

exponential decay in distances due to the costs and alternatives that increase with 

distance.  We aren’t exactly seeing that.  The spike at 2000 km is likely attributable to 

Canadian visitors, and may be influenced by using the center of the Province as the 

starting destination.  Here, straight (over the shape of the globe) distances were used 

because we cannot meaningfully predict the travel patterns of visitors from great 

distances.  
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Our results fit the expected trend, that a majority of visitors are in-state.  This would 

also explain the high frequency of visitors from 100-600 km buffer distances. 
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The top-left figure represents the raw count of visitors based on their NYS city/town 

of origin.  You can see many population centers of NYS contain a high count of 

visitors.  By adjusting the actual visitors by the potential visitors (population), we see 

that use concentrates in and around the Park (and also Rochester).  This comparison 

challenges the traditional narrative that New Yorkers (and particularly those from 

NYC or Long Island) visit the Park, have fun, then go home.  Redefining the ADK as a 

“local” resource offers an alternative, powerful narrative that can promote 

stewardship and sustainability of its natural resources and landscape. 
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If we know where they’re coming from, and where they’re going, we can figure out 

how they likely got there across the road network. 
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Through a spatial analysis, we calculated the travel distance from NYS origins to Trail 

Registers as destinations along the NYS road network.  We used the shortest 

distances as a parameter, while others such as fastest travel time or least traffic could 

also be used.  Here, we have a greater articulation of the “usershed” that identifies a 

user’s potential route through communities and past alternative opportunities to 

arrive at their prefered destination.  Similarly, this analysis could be produced by 

individual trails, origins, by clustered regions, or management units. 
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All this was just a taste…In SUMMARY, OUR applications, or purposes, for 

estimating/assessing/monitoring trail registry use can be summarized by these five 

themes.  The idea of usersheds satisfies many of these themes. 
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